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Abstract 
traffic 
generation is mainly influenced by urban land use, such as the land-use type, the land development intensity, the population, 
the labor resources, each kind of the employment opportunities and the education opportunities. First, the quantitative 
relationship between the slow traffic generation and the relative indexes is established in the case of usual residential districts, 
shopping centers, and office buildings in some area of Xi'an. On this basis the paper forecasts the slow traffic generation of 
each land use type through investigating the economic indexes of the land combination of Li Jiacun cross in Xi'an. And then 
the paper builds up the relational model between land use and slow traffic. Finally, it puts forward some questions to be 
considered in using the slow traffic generation forecast method related to land use. This study is expected to provide reference 
for forecasting land use-slow traffic in the future year according to the related data of proposed development in Xi'an city. 
© 2013 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V.  
Selection and/or peer-review under responsibility of Chinese Overseas Transportation Association (COTA). 
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1. Introduction 
At present the slow traffic forecast models based on land use applied generally at home and broad are multiple 
linear regression model, cross classification model, genetic algorithm model, etc. The investigation method of 
multiple linear regression model is simple and easy to operate, the greatest advantage of this model is that it can 
make full use of limited local data, and it requires small amount of sample, makes the updated data of 
programming year closer to the local condition and  data could be used during data updating (Wang, 
2004). 
Slow traffic is an important component of urban traffic. Slow traffic planning forecast should be based on land 
use function, that is, to analyze slow traffic generation according to the different functions of land. Reasonable 
land use will ease urban traffic congestion, which will be embodied as slow traffic volume on road section 
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ultimately. On the above base this paper presents the different land-use functions-trip generation relative factors-
slow traffic volume forecast-slow traffic demand  multiple regression-slow traffic forecast 
model.  
2. Slow Traffic Forecast 
2.1. Land use impacts slow traffic 
Urban land use patterns, including land use function, land development intensity and layout work together to 
decide the spatial and temporal characteristics, trip generation intensity and flow of the slow traffic demand. 
Reasonable land using will minimize the total demand of urban slow traffic trip, and makes slow trip distribution 
more uniform and reasonable, which will ease traffic congestion on the first level, avoid the over-concentration 
of urban population and function which may cause the slow traffic demand exceeds the capacity limit of urban 
traffic. Therefore, it means a great deal to the city to forecast slow traffic related to land uses in the programming 
year according to the relative data of proposed development, and then rationally plan slow traffic system to better 
resolve the problem of resident's trip (Lv et al., 2005). 
The impact of land use on slow traffic includes two main forms: 1) New urban construction projects; 2) Urban 
land-use changes, including land-use function changes and the reconstruction and extension of existing buildings, 
etc.  
2.2. Slow traffic generation survey of each function of land 
All tables should be numbered with Arabic numerals. Headings should be placed above tables, left justified. 
Leave one line space between the heading and the table. Only horizontal lines should be used within a table, to 
distinguish the column headings from the body of the table, and immediately above and below the table. Tables 
must be embedded into the text and not supplied separately. Below is an example which authors may find useful. 
People's activities of slow traffic generate traffic volume on urban roads. In modern cities, different types of 
activity places reflect the difference of people's slow traffic volume. This paper was based on this to investigate 
the economic indexes and slow traffic generation of each function of land in some area of Xi'an and then to study 
the interrelationships between them. The typical economic indexes of land use are: 1) Residence the number of  
resident households; 2) Shopping center, office building the total building area; 3) Theatre, studio the number 
of seats; 4) Hospital the number of beds; 5) Retail store, supermarket, bar and restaurant the business area; 6) 
Elementary school, high school and university the number of teachers and students; 7) Hotel the number of 
guest rooms 8) Industrial development the land area (Wang et al., 2004).  
Detailed investigation and statistics were conducted on usual residential district, shopping center and office 
building in some area of Xi'an, we got the measured data. Fig. 1 shows the survey districts distribution. 
 Residential district 
The authors selected 6 residential districts and confirmed the nature of each district s location, then surveyed 
the peak hour slow traffic volume and analyzed its relation to the resident, the full-time working and the floating 
population number of each district, in order to forecast the slow traffic generation of this function of land. 
Slow traffic increases rapidly as the rush hour arrives. In Xi an most residents go to work/school at the time 
between 8 and 9 a.m.. Residential district 1 is an ordinary residential district, which belongs to the company s 
residential buildings, then, the residents take less time to get to work, most of them start off at the time between 
7:30 and 8:30 a.m. and mainly walk or ride bikes to work ; Residential district 2 is a medium residential district 
on one side of the traffic trunk line, so the residents spend a little longer getting to work, most of them start off at 
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the time between 7:00 and 7:30 a.m.. Therefore, the slow traffic volumes at every entrance and exit of the 
residential districts were investigated at the time between 7:00 and 8:30 a.m. on a weekday (see Table 1). 
 
                               Fig. 1 Survey districts distribution map                                        Fig. 2 land use function division of survey districts       
Table1.The list of the peak hour slow traffic volume of each residential district 
residential district slow traffic volume (person/hour) 
resident population 
number(person) 
full-time working 
population number(person) 
floating population 
number(person) 
1  776  2512  1643  869  
2  324  1219  820  399  
3  916 3258 2212 1046 
4  545 1901 1186 515 
5  917 3204 2173 1031 
6  489 1750 1164 586 
 Shopping center 
The authors selected 6 shopping centers to investigate and analyze. In the course of investigation of slow 
traffic volume generated from each shopping center, the crew number, business area and daily mean sales were 
taken as independent variables, thus the relations between the independent variables and slow traffic volume of 
shopping center at peak hour were analyzed. 
Shopping center 1 and shopping center 2 are located in the most flourishing business street in Xi an East 
Street, the slow traffic volume is relatively decentralized. However, slow traffic of shopping center 3 and 
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shopping center 4 focuses on rush hours of getting off work/school obviously. Therefore, the survey time is 
chosen between 17:00 and 20:00 p.m., which can fully reflect the rush-hour slow traffic of shopping centers with 
strong representation. The slow traffic volumes at every entrance and exit of the shopping centers were 
investigated at the time between 17:00 and 20:00 p.m. and the data are shown in Table 2. 
Table2.The list of the peak hour slow traffic volume of each residential district 
shopping center slow traffic volume (hundred persons/hour) 
crew size(hundred 
persons) 
business area(ten 
thousand square meters) 
daily mean sales volume(ten 
thousand yuan) 
1  26.40  33.45  8.80  145.91  
2  52.48  48.39  10.30  588.49  
3  28.40  23.24  4.00  119.59  
4  54.72  19.40  5.00  335.62  
5  42.57  35.84  7.31  367.81  
6  26.29  21.21  3.48  108.04  
 Office building 
6 office buildings were selected to investigate and analyze to get their peak hour slow traffic volume. The 
authors took the crew size and the building area as independent variables to analyze their relation to peak hour 
slow traffic volume of each office building. 
In Xi an people get off work mostly at the time between 17 and 18 p.m., but a lot of them will work overtime, 
so the survey time is chosen between 17 and 19 p.m., which include the afternoon rush hours. The slow traffic 
volumes at every entrance and exit of the office buildings were investigated between 17 and 19 p.m. on a 
weekday and the data are shown in Table 3. 
                    Table3.The list of the peak hour slow traffic volume of each office building 
office building slow traffic volume (person/hour) crew size(person) 
building area(ten 
thousand square meters) 
1  206  913  0.98  
2  485  1307  2.40  
3  418 1799 1.96  
4  527 1398 2.60  
5  249 667 1.24  
6  263 1168 1.27  
2.3. Mathematical model of slow traffic generation of each function of land 
There are lots of methods applied to traffic demand forecast. Since the slow traffic volume generated from 
each function of land is influenced by many factors, this paper selects multiple regression analysis. Firstly, scatter 
diagrams describing the relationship between the independent variables and dependent variables were drawn 
according to the measured data in order to visually analyze the correlation degree. A reasonable amount of data 
analysis and relevant information show that the relationship between the slow traffic generation of each function 
of land in the above section and its influencing factors can be expressed approximatively by linear formulas, so 
the multiple linear regression were chosen as the prediction model form. In addition, the best fitting straight line 
fitting are done using least square method on the known data.  
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The calculation of multiple regression is far more difficult than the calculation of simple linear regression. 
And the more variables there are, the higher the computational complexity is. But applying EXCEL can make 
the calculations simple and easy.  
Taking the actual survey data of the shopping centers as an example, input the sample data in a worksheet 
first. Performing regression analysis using the Analysis Tool will result in the linear regression forecasting model 
(Gao, 2006). 
 
Fig. 3 Resulting interface for linear regression analysis in Excel 
According to the display results in Fig. 3, the multiple linear regression model of the slow traffic volumes 
generated from the 6 shopping centers can be obtained as follows:     
y=b0+b1x1+b2x2+b3x3 
  =37.08-1.25x1+1.98x2+0.095x3.                                                                                                                 (1) 
Where: 
y peak hour slow traffic volume generated from a shopping center, unit: 100 persons/hour; 
x1 crew size, unit: 100 persons; 
x2 business area of a shopping center, unit: 10000 square meters; 
x3 daily mean sales volume, unit: 10000 yuan. 
b1 denotes that every 100 persons increase in the crew size in a shopping center reduces the slow traffic 
volume by 125 persons in average when the business area and daily mean sales volume remain constant; b2 
represents that every ten thousand square meters increase in the business area of a shopping center increases the 
slow traffic volume by 198 persons in average when the crew size and daily mean sales volume remain constant; 
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b3 denotes that every ten thousand yuan increase in the daily mean sales volume of a shopping center increases 
the slow traffic volume by 9.5 persons in average when the crew size and business area remain constant.  
The coefficient of correlation R is 0.9976, so you can see that the linear relationship between the variable xi 
and y is significant, showing that the regression equation (1) could reflect the relationship among the slow traffic 
volume y, the crew size x1, the business area x2 and the daily mean sales volume x3 of shopping centers well.    
The coefficient of determination is 99.52%, showing that about 99.52% of the changing slow traffic volumes 
can be explained by the changing numbers of the crew sizes, the changing sizes of the business areas and daily 
mean sales volumes, only 0.48% of the changing belongs to the random error. 
Similarly, the multiple linear regression model of the slow traffic volumes generated from the 6 residential 
districts can be obtained as follows:   
y=b0+b1x1+b2x2+b3x3  
  =-57.52+0.64x1-0.73x2+0.48x3.                                                                                                                    (2) 
Where: 
y peak hour slow traffic volume generated from a residential district, unit: person/hour; 
x1 resident population number, unit: person; 
x2 full-time working population number, unit: person; 
x3 floating population number, unit: person. 
The multiple linear regression model of the slow traffic volumes generated from the 6 office buildings is as 
follows: 
y=b0+b1x1+b2x2  
  =-7.38+0.028x1+190.46x2.                                                                                                                           (3) 
Where: 
y peak hour slow traffic volume generated from a office building, unit: person/hour; 
x1 crew size, unit: person; 
x2 building area, unit: 10000 square meters. 
When forecasting the slow traffic generations of similar lands according to the each function of land-trip 
generation model, the data of the lands selected should have similar characteristics, which include location 
condition, scale, etc. It has essential research value for future expansion of construction that such as the new 
construction of a big shopping center, a similar shopping center should be selected to investigate in order to 
obtain first-hand information, then analogize the slow trip generation of the new big shopping center. After 
choosing the data model of the referenced land, taking the data at roughly 85% usually is more appropriate [3]. 
3. Slow traffic generation forecast of basic land combinations 
Different land-use functions, different land-use intensities and different land-use layouts constitute different 
land combination forms, which correspond to slow traffic demands on road sections. The sizes of slow traffic 
volumes on road sections are mainly influenced by factors such as the slow traffic volume generated from each 
function of land, the distances between each function of land and the predicted points on road sections, and the 
layout of the land combination form. Therefore, a relational model between the slow traffic volumes generated 
from different functions of lands and the slow traffic volumes on road sections should be established. 
Take Li Jiacun cross region in Beilin District of Xi'an City, for example. Li Jiacun cross, on its northwest side 
is the Qiulin Company and the Wanda Plaza, to its northeast is the Tianyu Gloria Plaza Hotel and the office area 
of the China Railway First Group, to its south the Xi'an University of Architecture and Technology and the 
Dongxin Kemao Computer City. The Subway Line 4 which is under construction and the Subway Line 5 will 
meet here.                            
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The first step is to divide this region into land use functions (see Fig. 3), and then select 7 representative 
survey districts from each function of land to investigate the economic indexes of each district, such as the crew 
size, the business area and the daily mean sales volume of a shopping center. Then use the multiple linear 
regression model discussed earlier to predict this s slow traffic generation, and the prediction results are 
shown in Table 4. 
Table4. The list of the peak hour slow traffic volume forecasting of each survey district 
land use 
function division 

name slow traffic volume (person/hour) (not including bicycles) 
office building
Xi'an Coal Industry Design & Research Institute 206 
China Railway First Group 485 
North-west Mining and Geology Group Co. 197 
shopping center
Wanda Plaza 5944 
Dongxin Kemao Computer City 467 
Li Jiacun Cross Garment Center 1442 
educational scientific research land Xi'an University of Architecture and Technology 1348 
 
Based on the predicted slow traffic generation of each function of land in this combination, the slow traffic 
volumes on road sections then can be forecasted. By using the boundary of various land on road sections as cross 
sections (the 8 selected predicted points are shown in Fig. 3), we can forecast the peak hour slow traffic volume 
in cross sections. The effect of slow traffic volumes on road sections on traffic facilities have little to do with the 
traffic flow operation direction, so this forecast regardless of direction. The slow traffic volume on any road 
section is the result of distribution of the slow traffic volume generated from each function of land in the land 
combination, and the relation can be given by:  
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Where: 
vp peak hour slow traffic volume in the p cross section on the road section, unit: person/hour; 
s, b, z represent the effective coefficient of slow traffic volume generated from shopping center, office 
building and residential district on the slow traffic volume on road section, respectively;  
l, m, n represent the number of shopping center, office building and residential district in land combination, 
respectively (assuming that the shopping center, office building and residential district in land combination had 
been numbered before forecast); 
Ti, Tj, Tk represent the slow traffic volume generated from i shopping center, j office building and k 
residential district, respectively, unit: person/hour;  
dip, djp, dkp represent the traffic impedance functions between the p cross section and i shopping center, j 
office building and k residential district, respectively; 
q combination coefficients. 
When forecasting the road sections  trip generations in similar land combinations by test analysis of the trip 
generation model of various kinds of land combinations, field survey is needed and existing data must be 
employed to a satisfying extent. Here are two factors to keep in mind when determining the trip generations of 
similar land combinations: 
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 The difference between the economic level of the existing land combination in its area and that of the 
predicted region.  
 The characteristics such as land layout, land use intensity and location condition of a land combination may 
change in the next few years, so the future conditions of similar land combinations will differ greatly from 
existing data and characteristics of the survey districts. 
4. Conclusions 
Slow traffic survey is the foundation of a harmony development of slow traffic planning, slow traffic 
management and urban traffic mechanization. Building up the relational model between land use and slow traffic 
volume has the following advantages: 
 Slow traffic forecast only has to consider land use which can be accurately determined from 
urban traffic mechanization information, thus greatly improving the forecasting maneuverability and accuracy, 
overcoming the shortcomings of traditional methods. 
 The study of quantitative relationship between land use and slow traffic volume fully reflects that urban land 
use patterns decide the spatial and temporal characteristics, trip generation intensity and flow of the slow 
traffic demand, providing a direct method to analyze the relationship between land use and slow 
traffic planning. 
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